English language has many merits (refer E01), but its spellings are irregular and not reformable within it, in view of their Worldwide use in billions of publications, documents, road signs, websites etc. Here is an option. One can write English words (pressure, will) etc = (preshar, wil) etc in Hindi script. There are dictionaries & books of sentences [English in Roman, sounds & meanings in Hindi script]. That is a case of parallel English, without any spelling problems! Such introductory books might be there in other scripts too. Take a global view. Globish is parallel English in Roman script, with non-ambiguous spellings. Chemistry symbols (based on A-Z a-z) are known to all well-educated people in World. Now alphabets are 26, elements exceed 100. So combinations (Ca, Cu etc) are used. (Ca) = Calcium only. No ambiguity. In same way, connect Graphemes & Phonemes. Graphemes are (a, aa, ae, au, b) etc. in set 3 below. Phonemes are sounds in brackets. This might not suit other languages. Use (A-Z a-z) symbols provided on Worldwide millions of PC etc. English & Globish would be like land travel and air travel. Both co-exist. Let us try. Ignore few slight variations in Phonemes, for simplicity and popularity. We hear and read a language. With little practice, Globish words (dauktar, tyoob, eg) etc will look ok.

... (set 2) .............................................. Introduction B ..............................................

Globish (Parallel English) outnumber ENLP (English Native Language People). The difference is rising very fast. Globish will be correlated to ENLP pronunciations. English (of) = (auv) in Globish, though many ESLP now speak (auf). Globish spellings should be straight, syllabic. (site) has sounds (saa + i + t) so take (saiit) in Globish. (site) is misreadbale as (si + te). Globish is like a small game now. But it can grow fast. Use small letters (a-z) without capitals (A-Z). Use (...) = triple dot, to separate adjacent sentences. Use capitals to start names and unrespelled words. PC etc acronyms in capitals. All English-teaching schools = indirect Globish-teaching schools. Later respell for Globish. Globish (symbol-sound relations, words, sentences) given here are tentative, and subject to revisions.

... (set 3).............................................. Globish Symbol - Sound relations ...................................................

(a (u-up, a-alone) aa (a-art) ae (a-at) au (aw-law) b (boy) ch (chin) d (do) dh (th-they) e (egg) ee (eel) ei (eight) f (fit) g (goe) h (he) i (it) j (jam) k (kin) l (lip) m (my) n (no) o (ok) oo (pool) p (pin) r (run) s (so) sh (she) t (to) th (thin) u (pull) v (victory) w (wet) y (yes) z (zoo) zh (s-leisure). (a, aa, ae, au, e, ee, ei, i, o, oo, u < 11 vowels) & 23 consonants. 2-letter combinations like (aa, ae) are called digraphs. No apostrophe mark. Split digraph with hyphen, if needed. English (cooperate < not as cool) (co-operate).

... (set 4).............................................. Word Examples ..........................................................

daunktar (Doctor) nars (Nurse) peishant (Patient) saed (Sad) aay (I, Eye) preshar (Pressure) eg (Egg) jeneral (General) hoo (Who) yelo (Yellow) jaj (Judge) kalar (Color Colour) bizi (Busy) tyoob (Tube) paeralel (Parallel) pikchar (Picture) thaut (Thought) throo (Through) inaf (Enough) peipar (Paper) amerikan (American) metal (Metal) tenis (Tennis) hoz (Hose) deijar (Danger) daaymnd (Diamond).

... (set 5).............................................. Notes related to Word Examples ............................................................

Globish changes most English words. Few exceptions like (go, red) that would not change. Few have multiple meanings like (no = No, Know) (see = See, Sea). Select from context. English too has some multi-meaning words (Saw, Bear) etc. Take care > (bat ran) etc = But Run. (baet raen) etc = Bat Ran. Few English words have common spellings but different pronunciations, meanings. Follow the sound. Example. Live (verb) > Globish (liv). Live (adjective, like live telecast) > Globish (laiv)... Temporarily, use (Who) etc in Globish if not sure of (hoo) etc. This is likely till E > G, G > E dictionaries are made.

... (set 6).............................................. English sentences Examples ..............................................................

Necessity is the mother of invention. His daughters went to a school. A grand rainbow was seen in the sky. Call a taxi. Mankind needs an easy link language. I know surgeon Dr. Yellow. He went to college for a science degree. It was very hot, so he went for swimming. Cut this yellow string with a knife. Do you know where the library is? My car has one new wiper. Your baggage has not come by this flight. We like Globish and wish it success. [Note. Globish takes more space due to many triple dots]...

... (set 7).............................................. Globish conversion of above Examples ............................................................
neseesti iz dih madhar auv invenshan... hiz dautars went too e skool... e graend reibno wauz seen in dih skayaa... kaal e taeksi... maenkaaid needs aen eezd link laengwij... aay no sarjann Dr. Yellow... hee went tu kaulej faur e saayans digree... it wauz verri haut, so hee went faur swiming... kat dis yelo string with e naai... doo yoo no wear dih laaybriar iz... maay kaar haez wan nyoo waaypar... your baegij haez naut kam baay dhis flaat... wee laaik globish aend wish it sakses.

[END]